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The zero distribution of appropriately normalized partial sums of power series
with zero radius of convergence is studied in general as well as under certain
 .conditions on the coefficients. The special polynomial sequence s z [ 1 q z qn
2!z2 q ??? qn!z n is studied in detail; explicit bounds for the moduli of the roots of
 .  .s zern s a a / 1 are given, and it is shown that the roots have uniform angularn
distribution. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The zeros of sections or partial sums of powers series have received a
great deal of attention during the past 80 years. An early result of this type
w xis the theorem of Jentzsch 3 : Given a power series with radius of
convergence 1, every point on the unit circle is a limit point of the set of
zeros of all sections of the power series.
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For power series with infinite radius of convergence, the most notable
w xresult is the following theorem of Szego 6 : LetÈ
n kz
s z [ 1.1 .  .n k!ks0
denote the nth partial sum of the exponential function. Then the limit
 .points of all zeros of the normalized partial sums s nz are exactly then
points of the ``Szego curve'' defined byÈ
< 1yz < < < 4z : ze s 1 and z F 1 .
This has subsequently been generalized and extended; for references and
w x w xrecent further extensions, see 2 or 1 .
In this paper we will deal with the third type of power series, namely
those of zero radius of convergence. To our knowledge, this case has not
previously been studied in this context. It follows from the theory of
 .convergent power series that the set of zeros of the sections of a
divergent power series has the origin as its only limit point. Hence in
 .analogy to Szego's ``pulling in'' the zeros of 1.1 that ``go off to infinity,''È
we will ``blow up'' the zero set by way of an appropriate normalization of
the partial sums.
We begin our study of the zeros of these normalized partial sums with a
very general result in Section 2. Under some additional conditions we
obtain a much stronger result; this is done in Section 3. Finally, in Section
 . 2 n4 we study the special sequence s z [ 1 q z q 2!z q ??? qn!z ; in thisn
case we are able to give bounds for the moduli of the zeros and show that
the zeros have uniform angular distribution.
2. THE GENERAL CASE
Let ` c z n be a power series with radius of convergence r, wherens0 n
0 F r F `, and let r be the maximum modulus of the zeros of then
sections
s z [ c q c z q ??? qc z n , 2.1 .  .n 0 1 n
with the convention that r s ` if c s 0. For the case r ) 0, Kakeyan n
showed that
r F lim inf r F 2 r .n
nª`
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For r s 0, this implies that
lim inf r s 0. 2.2 .n
nª`
In this section we will use Kakeya's method of proof, as published by
w x  .Tsuji 7 , to make the relation 2.2 more exact. First we introduce the
notation
n
< <a [ c . 2.3’  .n n
THEOREM 1. Let ` c z n be a formal power series with radius ofns0 n
con¨ergence r s 0, and let « ) 0 and a g C. Then for infinitely many n the
equation
z
s s an  /an
has all its zeros in the annulus
< <c y a0
< <F z F 2 q « . 2.4 .
< <1 q c y a0
Proof. Since r s 0, we have lim sup a s `, and we can find anª` n
sequence a , a , . . . such that for all j s 1, 2, . . . we havem m1 2
a - a for all m - m . 2.5 .m m jj
 .To simplify notation, we set m [ m . With 2.1 we now getj
z c c c1 2 m2 ms y a s c y a q z q z q ??? q z . 2.6 .  .m 0 2 / < <a a cam m mm
 .  .Because of 2.5 and 2.3 we have
ck
- 1 for k s 1, 2, . . . , m y 1. 2.7 .kam
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 .This, together with 2.6 , gives
z m 2 my1< < < < < < < < < <s y a G z y z q z q ??? q z y c y a .m 0 /am
< < mq 1 < < m < <z y 2 z q z
< <s y c y a .0< <z y 1
< <With z s 2 q « we have therefore
m
z « 2 q « q 2 q « .
< <s y a G y c y a ,m 0 /a 1 q «m
which is positive for sufficiently large m. This proves the right-hand
 .  .  .inequality of 2.4 . On the other hand, we get again with 2.6 and 2.7 ,
z 2 m< < < < < < < <s y a G c y a y z q z q ??? q z .m 0 /am
< <z
< <G c y a y .0 < <1 y z
< < < < It is now easy to see that this is positive exactly when z - c y a r 1 q0
< <.  .c y a ; this proves the left-hand inequality of 2.4 .0
3. POSITIVE COEFFICIENTS
We consider again the formal power series
`
nc z 3.1 . n
ns0
 .  .and its partial sums 2.1 , still assuming that 3.1 has radius of conver-
gence 0, i.e.,
lim sup a s `, 3.2 .n
nª`
 .where a is defined as in 2.3 . We make the additional assumptions thatn
 .i c G 0 for all n G 0;n
 . 2ii c c ) c for all n G 1.ny1 nq1 n
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 .  .THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions i and ii , the roots of
z
s s a,n  /an
where a / c , con¨erge to the unit circle as n ª `.0
 .Proof. 1 Consider
z
p z [ s y a .n n  /an
c c c1 2 ny12 ny1 ns c y a q z q z q ??? q z q z .0 2 ny1a a an n n
ny12a a a1 2 ny12 ny1 ns c y a q z q z q ??? q z q z .0 2  /a aan nn
s a q a z q ??? qa z n ,0 1 n
where
ja j
a [ c y a, a [ , j s 1, . . . , n.0 0 j  /an
First we note that the sequence a , a , . . . , a is initially decreasing and1 2 n
then increasing; this can be seen by verifying that
a y 2 a q a ) 0 3.3 .jy1 j jq1
for all j s 1, . . . , n y 1. Indeed, we have
jy1 j jq1a a ajy1 j jq1
a y 2 a q a s y 2 qjy1 j jq1  /  /  /a a an n n
1
2s c a y 2c a q c .jy1 n j n jq1jq1an
The expression in square brackets, as a polynomial in a , has no real zerosn
2  .if and only if c c ) c , and consequently we always have 3.3 . Wejy1 jq1 j
also note that
cj
a F a m F a . 3.4 .j jy1 ncjy1
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Given a fixed n, let k be the unique index such that
a y a G 0, but a y a F 0. 3.5 .ky1 k k kq1
 .  .If we raise both sides of condition ii to the jth power and use 2.3 , we
obtain
a c ajq1 jq1 j
) . 3.6 .
a c aj jy1 jy1
 .By 3.2 there must be an index j with a ) a . Then we also havej jy1
 .  .c ) c and, by condition ii , also c ) c , so that by 3.6 we havej jy1 jq1 j
 .  .a ) a . Hence both sequences a and c are ultimately strictlyjq1 j j j
 .increasing, and instead of 3.2 we have in fact
lim a s `. 3.7 .n
nª`
 .  .By the definition of a and by 3.5 we have now k F n y 1, and 3.7 ,j
 .  .3.4 , and 3.5 imply that
k ª ` as n ª `. 3.8 .
 .2 Now we introduce the polynomial
f z [ z y 1 p z .  .  .n n
s ya q a y a z q a y a z 2 q ??? .  .0 0 1 1 2
q a y a z n q a z nq1 .ny1 n n
and define
Q z [ a z nq1 y a s z nq1 y c y a , 3.9 .  .  .n 0 0
P z [ a y a z q a y a z 2 q ??? q a y a z k .  .  .  . 40 1 1 2 ky1 k
y a y a z kq1 q ??? q a y a z n , 3.10 .  .  . 4kq1 k n ny1
where k is chosen such that all the terms in parentheses, with the possible
 .  .  .exception of a y a , are nonnegative. Note that with 3.9 and 3.10 we0 1
 .  .  .have f z s P z q Q z .n
 .  w x.3 Our aim is to apply Rouche's theorem see, e.g., 4, p. 2 by showingÂ
that for every r ) 1 we have
< <P z - Q z for z s r , 3.11 .  .  .
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nq1 < <for n sufficiently large. Clearly we have r ) c y a if n is sufficiently0
 .large. Hence, by 3.9 ,
nq1 nq1< < < <Q z G r y c y a G r y c q a r . 3.12 .  . .0 0
On the other hand,
k< <P z F a y a r q a y a q ??? q a y a r 4 .  .  .0 1 1 2 ky1 k
q a y a q ??? q a y a r n 4 .  .kq1 k n ny1
< < k ns a y a r q a y a r q a y a r .  .0 1 1 k n k
a a1 1 k n< <F c q a q r q r q r0 /a an n
a1 k n< <F 2 c q a r q r q r 3.13 . .0 an
 .  .for sufficiently large n, since a ª `. Now with 3.12 we see that 3.11n
holds when
a1n k< <r y 1 r ) 3 c q a r q r . .  .0 an
 .But this is true for sufficiently large n, again by 3.7 . Hence by
 .  .  .Rouche's theorem, f z s P z q Q z has the same number of zeros inÂ n
 < < 4  .  .the interior of the circle z: z s r as does Q z . But the zeros of Q z
< <1rnq1.  .have modulus c y a - r for n sufficiently large. So f z has all0 n
 < < 4  .n q 1 zeros inside z: z s r , and therefore p z has all n zeros there.n
 .  .4 We now wish to show that 3.11 holds for any r - 1, for n
nq1 < <sufficiently large. It is clear that r - c y a if n is large enough,0
 .provided that a / c . Hence, by 3.9 ,0
nq1< <Q z G c y a y r , 3.14 .  .0
while on the other hand
2< <P z F a y a r q a y a q ??? q a y a r 4 .  .  .0 1 1 2 ky1 k
q a y a q ??? q a y a r kq1 4 .  .kq1 k n ny1
< < 2 kq1F a y a r q a r q a r0 1 1 n
a1 kq1< <F c y a r q 2 q r . 3.15 .0 an
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 .  .Hence by 3.14 , inequality 3.11 holds when
a1 kq1 nq1< <1 y r c y a ) 2 q r q r . . 0 an
 .This is true for sufficiently large n provided that a / c , by 3.7 and0
 .  .  .  .3.8 . So, again by Rouche's theorem, f z s P z q Q z has the sameÂ n
 < < 4  .number of zeros inside z: z s r as does Q z . But, as before, the zeros
 . < <1rnq1. of Q z have modulus c y a ) r for n sufficiently large provided0
.  .  .that a / c . Hence f z , and therefore also p z , have no zero inside0 n n
the circle in question. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
 .  .EXAMPLES. It is easy to verify that conditions i and ii are satisfied by
the coefficient sequences c s n!a and c s na n for any real a ) 0.n n
4. A SPECIAL POLYNOMIAL SEQUENCE
In this section we will deal in greater detail with the case a s 1 in the
first example above, i.e., we will study the roots of the equations
s z [ 1 q z q 2!z 2 q ??? qn!z n s a, .n
for a fixed a g C.
THEOREM 3. Let a / 1 be a complex number. Then for all n g N with
216 344 < <n G max e 1 y a , 4.1 . 5 /< <9 1 y a
 .the roots of s zern s a lie in the annulusn
3 1 2
< < < <1 y - z - 1 q 1 q a . 4.2 .  .(< < ’1 y a p nn
 .Proof. 1 We consider the normalized polynomial
nn ze
p z [ s y a .n nn  /n!e n
nn nny1 2!nny2 1
2 ny1 ns 1 y a q z q z q ??? q z q z . n ny1 ny2n!e en!e n!e
s a q a z q ??? qa z ny1 q a z n ,0 1 ny1 n
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where
n nyjn j! n
a [ 1 y a , a [ , j s 1, 2, . . . , n. .0 jn  /n!e n! e
From the proof of Theorem 2 we know that the sequence a , a , . . . , a1 2 n
is unimodal with one minimum; it is now easy to see that
n
a y a G 0 m j F . 4.3 .jy1 j e
We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2 and introduce the polynomials
 .  .  .   .  ..f z , Q z , and P z see 3.9 and 3.10 . Now we have in particularn
nn
nq1Q z s z y 1 y a . 4.4 .  .  .nn!e
 .Note that by 4.3 we have
n
k s , 4.5 .
e
 .  .  .and that f z s P z q Q z again.n
 .  .2 We wish to verify 3.11 . Stirling's formula yields
1 nn 1
- - 4.6 .n’ ’n!e3 n 2p n
’ . < < < <for n G 1. By 4.6 the condition a - 1 holds when 1 y a r 2p n - 1,0
< < 2  .  .i.e., when n ) 1 y a r2p , which is satisfied by 4.1 . Hence with 4.4 we
get
nn
nq1 nq1 k< < < <Q z G r y a ) r y a q 1 r , 4.7 .  .  .0 nn!e
 .while with 3.13 we have
n ny1e n n
k nP z F 1 y y a r q r q r . n ny1n n!e n!e
e nn e nn
k k n< <- a q 1 y r q r q r for n G 3 .n n /n n!e n n!e
nn
k n< <s a q 1 r q r . . nn!e
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 .  .Hence by 4.7 , inequality 3.11 holds if
nn
nyk < <r y 1 r G 2 a q 1 . 4.8 .  .  .nn!e
 .Using the right-hand inequality of 4.6 and the assumption that r ) 1,
 .  < <.’we see that 4.8 holds when r s 1 q 1 q a 2rp n . Therefore by
 .  .  .Rouche's theorem, f z s P z q Q z has the same number of zeros inÂ n
 < < 4  .  .the interior of z: z s r as does Q z . But the zeros of Q z all have
 < < .  .modulus - 1 since a - 1 , so f z has all n q 1 zeros inside the circle0 n
 .in question, and so p z has all n zeros there. This proves the right-handn
 .inequality of 4.2 .
 .  .3 We now verify 3.11 for an appropriate 0 - r - 1. Under the
assumption
nn
nq1 < <r F 1 y a , 4.9 .nn!e
 .which will be verified later, we obtain from 4.4 that
nq1 kq1< < < <Q z G a y r ) a y r . 4.10 .  .0 0
 .On the other hand, from 3.15 we get
2 kq1< <P z F a y a r q a y a r q a r .  .0 1 1 k n
< < kq1- a r q 2 a q r .0 1
 .  . < < .Hence with 4.10 we see that inequality 3.11 holds when a 1 y r y0
kq1 < < .  n n. kq12 a G 2 r , i.e., when 1 y a 1 y r y 2 ern G 2 n!e rn r . By the1
 .left-hand inequality of 4.6 this is true whenever
2 e




r s 1 y , 4.12 .
< < ’1 y a n
 . 2 which is ) 0. Then the left-hand side of 4.11 becomes, for n ) e which
 ..is the case by 4.1 ,
3 1 2 e 1
< <1 y a y ) .
< < ’ ’1 y a nn n
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 .Hence 4.11 holds when
nre1 3 1
G 1 y , 4.13 . /< < ’6n 1 y a n
 .where we have used the fact that k q 1 G nre, by 4.5 . Now
n’3 1 y3
1 y - exp , 4.14 . / /< < ’ < <1 y a 1 y an
 .hence 4.13 holds when
’3 n
exp G 6n. 4.15 . /< <e 1 y a
x  .Using an estimate based on the Taylor series for e , we find that 4.15
4’ .  < <..holds when 1r24 3 n r e 1 y a G 6n, which is easily seen to be
 .  .  .satisfied, according to 4.1 . Hence 3.11 holds with r fixed as in 4.12 ,
 .  .  .and therefore f z s P z q Q z has the same number of zeros insiden
< <  .  .z s r as does Q z . But the zeros of Q z have modulus
 .1r nq1 .1r nq1n < <n 1 y a 1
< <1 y a ) 4.16 .n /  /’n!e 3 n
  ..  . <by 4.6 . To estimate the right-hand side of 4.16 , we set b [ 1 y
’<  .a r 3 n and note that
log b 1
1rnq1.b s exp G 1 q log 1 y 1 y b . 4.17 .  . . /n q 1 n q 1
 . 2 3 Now we use the estimate log 1 y x ) yx y x y x y ??? s yxr 1 y
.  .   ..  .x for x ) 0 , so that log 1 y 1 y b ) y 1 y b rb ) y1rb s
1rnq1.’ ’< <  .  < <y3 n r1 y a , and with 4.17 we get b G 1 y 3 n r 1 y a n q
’..  < < .  .1 ) 1 y 3r 1 y a n . This implies that there are no zeros of Q z in
 < < 4  .  .the interior of the circle z: z s r , and therefore f z and p z have non n
 .zeros inside this circle. This proves the left-hand inequality of 4.2 ,
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 .  .provided we can verify condition 4.9 . To do this, we note that by 4.14
 .and 4.6 we have
y1n’ ’y3 3 n
nq1 nr - r - exp s exp 5 /  5 /< < < <1 y a 1 y a
y1 n’3 n n
< <- - 1 y a .n 5< <1 y a n!e
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.
 . n jTHEOREM 4. The roots of the polynomial equations s z [  j!z s a,n js0
a / 1, ha¨e uniform angular distribution. In other words, let u and u be1 2
 .gi¨ en with 0 F u - u F 2p and denote the number of zeros of s z y a in1 2 n
 4  .the angular region z: u F arg z F u by Z n . Then1 2
Z n u y u . 2 1
lim s .
n 2pnª`
w xThis theorem follows immediately from Theorem V in 5 and the
following
LEMMA. The sequence of polynomials
n1 nz e
q z [ s y a .n n /  /n! e nz
  ..y1  < < 4con¨erges to 1 y zre , uniformly on z: z F r for arbitrary r - 1.
 . ny1 nProof. It is clear that q z s a q a z q ??? qa z q a z , wheren n ny1 1 0
a , . . . , a are as in the proof of Theorem 3. Let « ) 0 and 0 - r - 1 be0 n
given. We will show that there exists an N g N such that
n 1
jD z [ a z y - « 4.18 .  .n nyj 1 y zre .js0
< <for all z with z F r and all n G N. For any k g N with 0 - k - n we
have
k kky1 n1 y zre zre .  .
j jD z F a z y q a z q .  n nyj nyj1 y zre 1 y zre .  .js0 jsk
\ d q d q d .1 2 3
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 .k   ..First we note that d F 1re r 1 y 1re . Hence we have d - «r3 if k3 3
is sufficiently large. The sequence a , . . . , a is unimodal, as we already1 n
y3r2’ .   ..know, and we have a s 1re, a - er 2p n by 4.6 ; henceny1 1
< <a F 1re for all j s 1, . . . , n y 1 as long as n G 3. Hence with t [ z F rj
we have
ny1 1
j n k ny1 nd F a t q a t F t q ??? qt q a t .2 nyj 0 0ejsk
1 t k
nF q a t ,0e 1 y t
so that d - «r3 if n and k are sufficiently large. We fix such a k and2
note that for j s 0, . . . , k we have
n j
yj yja s e ª eny j n n y 1 ??? n y j q 1 .  .
as n ª `. Hence for sufficiently large n we have d - «r3 as well, which1
 .means that 4.18 holds. This proves the lemma.
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